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Carte de visite photograph of philosopher and social reformer 

Brahmananda Keshub Chandra Sen. Signature of Keshub Chandra Sen 

on the verso of Wilson and Beadell. 

 

Keshub Chandra Sen and his wife Jaganmohinee Devi, during their 

stay in Britain in 1870, met Queen Victoria. During this visit, Wilson & 

Beadell, official photographers of the Queen also took this portrait of 

Sen.  

 

 

Source: Wilson & Beadell official website 

 



 

 

Carte de visite photograph of Jaganmohinee Devi, wife of philosopher 

and social reformer Brahmananda Keshub Chandra Sen. 

During their 1870 stay in Britain this was taken by Wilson & Beadell. 

 

Source: Wilson & Beadell official website 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



                          

 

India post had issued a commemorative postage stamp of 30 

paise, as a token of honour to social reformer Brahmananda 

Keshub Chandra Sen in 1980.  

 

 

 

Source: Mintage World website and Philamart. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

On this day in 1866 the Brahmo community in Calcutta, still in its early years, 

officially broke up, with one of its young leaders, Keshab Chandra Sen, setting up 

another branch of the community. 

A difference of opinion on the importance of integrating elements of Christianity, 

advocated by Sen, had distanced him from Debendranath Tagore, one of the 

founding members of the Brahmo movement. In November 1866, Sen founded 

Bharatbarshiya Brahmo Samaj (Brahmo Samaj of India). At that time it had 54 

community members in India. The branch that was led by Tagore distinguished 

itself as Adi Brahmo Samaj. 

 

 

A report published in The Telegraph, dated November 11
th

 2022. 

 

Source: Telegraph website 

 

 

 

 

 



                                   

                                

 

First ever photograph of Sri Ramakrishna Paramhansa and his 

nephew Hridayram Mukhopadhyay taken on 21
st

 September, 1879 

at Brahmananda Keshub Chandra Sen’s residence, Kamal Kutir. 

The photograph was taken by Bengal Photographers of 

Radhabazar. 

 

Source: Getty Images 

 

 

 

 

 



Marriage, Duty and Civilization: Keshab Chandra Sen 

and the Cuch Bihar Controversy in Metropolitan and 

Colonial Context  

John Stevens 

Department of the Languages and Cultures of South Asia, SOAS, University of London, London, UK  

Abstract 

The marriage in 1878 of Suniti Devi, the thirteen-year-old daughter of the Bengali 

Brahmo religious and social reformer Keshab Chandra Sen, to the Maharajah of 

Cuch Bihar constituted one of the most controversial matrimonial events in late 

colonial India. The marriage controversy was significant not only in terms of its 

effect on religious and social reform organizations in Bengal, but also in terms of 

the ways in which it served to challenge British attitudes towards the proper 

regulation of female sexuality in the empire. The British press took considerable 

interest in the marriage, celebrating it as an instance of the continued ability of 

the empire to spread civilization to India. However, this celebratory account 

served to occlude deeper contradictions. The contradictory character of the 

marriage fractured Keshab’s relationship with the English Unitarians, 

Nonconformists and reformers who had long acted as his champions, and led to 

the demise of Keshabite Brahmoism as a force for national transformation in India. 

Through an exploration of responses to the marriage in both Bengal and Britain, 

this article demonstrates that varied and mutable conceptions of what 

constituted a male ‘civilized subject’ were intertwined deeply with discourses 

surrounding the regulation of female sexuality in both metropole and colony. 

Keywords: Bengal; British imperialism; gender; marriage; Brahmoism 
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